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ENCOUNTER
The Spa at South Lodge

Last month we visited a stunning spa,
newly opened in Horsham under the
watchful eye of Exclusive Hotels and
Venues at their South Lodge
property. We had been tracking the
progress of this ambitious build for
some years, and our hopes were high
as we wended our way through the
sunny West Sussex lanes.

Harvesting the beauty of the South
Downs
Nature abounds inside and out when you are at The Spa
at South Lodge. Thoughtful finishing touches infuse the
spa experience at every turn: lockers and treatment
rooms named after flowers and herbs, the touch of the
wood grain on the stair banisters, the smell of mint and
jasmine in the thermal suite, the meadow planting
around the outdoor decking and pools.

Floor to ceiling glass allows light to flood in and fill
every corner, and on sunny days the restaurant and
outdoor decking seamlessly join as the glazed doors
retract to transform Botanica into one beautiful, large,
al fresco dining space.

THE QUESTION OF SUSTAINABILITY
Integrity, provenance and sustainability are the three elements to the ethos behind both the spa
and its all day dining proposition. Featuring bio mass heaters, reed bed filtration of the outdoor
'swimming pond' and an electric Tuk-Tuk, this spa demonstrates its true commitment to its stunning
surroundings by leaving more than it takes.
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The Spa nestles beneath an
undulating living roof in the rolling
grounds of the estate, so it's easy to
snatch a moment alone to enjoy the
peaceful views. This symbiotic layout
means that you never truly know if
you are inside or out, but one thing
is for sure...the immersive change of
pace ensures that even before you
have enjoyed an indulgent massage,
or a manicure in the Ridgeview nail
bar, you'll be blissfully relaxed and
reluctant to leave.

Botanica: A destination in its own right
With its welcoming layout and congenial host team, it is
easy to forget that you are dining in a spa restaurant
(especially if you have been enticed by the lemon tart or
chocolate dessert). Plant-based dishes sit seamlessly
alongside a substantial steak and wasted fries.
Everything on the menu has been crafted using locally
sourced ingredients. In typical Exclusive style,
Mediterranean taste fusions ensure there are surprises in
store! Even the olives pack a secret punch of flavour.
In summer months, the poolside Watershed will serve the
outside areas, meaning you need not leave your outdoor
oasis of calm in search of sustenance.
Hudson Webb already considered South Lodge a
premium venue for corporate events, but the new spa
elevates its offering to yet another level.

Visit our Instagram page to see more
about our day at South Lodge Spa
and to keep abreast of all the hot
ticket openings you need to know
about.

www.hudsonwebb.co.uk
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